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Abstract
For a field of characteristic zero Levine has proved in [12, Part I, Ch. VI,
2.5.5] that the triangulated tensor categories of motives defined in [16]
and [12] are equivalent. Using some results of [7], in this paper we show
that the strategy of Levine’s proof can also be applied on every perfect
field to the categories of triangulated motives with rational coefficients or
to the pseudo-abelian hulls of the integral tensor subcategories generated
by motives of smooth projective schemes.
Introduction
Using the formalism of DG categories that allows to implement relations up to
homotopy and his original approach to moving lemmas, Levine has given in [12]
a construction of a triangulated category of motives over a field by generators
and relations. This construction was designed in such a way that one may realize
triangulated motives into cohomology theories satisfying some kind of derived
Bloch-Ogus axioms. In his work [16] Voevodsky has developped a very different
approach to triangulated motives relying on the properties of the Nisnevich
topology and on finite correspondences, a special family of algebraic cycles on
which one can perform operations of intersection theory without passing to
rational equivalence.
For a field of characteristic zero Levine has proved in [12, Part I, Ch. VI,
2.5.5] that the triangulated tensor categories of motives defined in [16] and [12]
are equivalent. In this paper we explain how to apply Levine’s strategy of proof
to extend the previous result to the categories of triangulated motives with
rational coefficients or to the pseudo-abelian hulls of the integral tensor sub-
categories generated by motives of smooth projective schemes on every perfect
field.
We now run briefly through the contents of this paper which is divided in two
parts. For the readers’ convenience we have included in part I an overview of
the main features of Levine’s construction of triangulated motives and sketched
Levine’s method. All results and constructions outlined in this part are taken
from [12]. Part II is the main part of the paper and divided in two sections. The
first one is devoted to the construction of a triangulated commutative external
product in the sense of Levine [12, Part II, Ch. I, 2.4.1]
DMeffsh (F )
Υeffsh
−−→ DM eff− (F )
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Although this functor enjoys very nice properties listed in the beginning of
section 3 it is not the right one as it is not a tensor functor and does not extend
to non effective triangulated motives. However in section 4 we derive from it
our main result in theorem 4.2 which is stated below.
Main Result. Assume either that
• char(F ) = 0 and A = Z, or
• char(F ) > 0 and A = Q.
There exists a triangulated tensor equivalence
DM(F,A)
Υ
−→ DMgm(F,A)
such that for a quasi-projective scheme X and an integer n we have an isomor-
phism
Υ(ZX(n)) ≃M(X)
∗(n)
where M(X)∗ denote the dual of the motive of X in DMgm(F,A). In addition
the equivalence Υ induces a triangulated tensor equivalence
DM(F )pr
Υ
−→ DMgm(F )
pr
between the pseudo-abelian hulls of the integral triangulated tensor subcategories
generated by the motives of smooth projective schemes.
Convention and notation
Throughout the paper we use the notation in [16, 12] and the DG formalism
for which we refer to [2] or [12, Part II, Ch. II]. Although [2] is a standard
reference, we have chosen to keep the notation of [12, Part II, Ch. II, 1.2.7].
Therefore if A is an additive category and † ∈ {b,+,−,∅} is a boundedness
condition, C†(A) stands for the DG category of complexes of A whose objects
are the †-bounded complexes and morphisms are given by
HomCb(A)(A,B)
n =
∏
i
HomA(A
i, Bi+n)
with differential dnf = (−1)nf ◦ dA − dB ◦ f . Thus C
†(A) = Z0C†(A) and
so the morphisms in the usual category of complexes are the closed morphisms
of degree zero in C†(A). More generally if A is a DG category one can define
Cb(A) as the category of one sided twisted complexes1 [2, §4].
We let F be a perfect field and A be either the ring of integers Z or the
field of rationals Q. All schemes are supposed to be noetherian and separated
F -schemes. We denote by SmF the category of smooth quasi-projective schemes
1Recall that a one sided twisted complex is a family of objects Ai ∈ A, i ∈ Z and morphisms
qij : Ai → Aj such that only a finite number of Ai are non zero, qij = 0 for i ≥ j and
dqij −
X
k
qkj ◦ qik = 0
according to the sign convention of [12]. For an an additive category viewed as a DG category
we recover the usual complexes.
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and by Ntr the category of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers on smooth quasi-
projective schemes. For such a scheme X and integers n,m, recall that Levine’s
motivic cohomology is given by
Hm(X,Z(n))L = HomDM(F )(Z,ZX(n)[m])
and that similarly Voevodsky’s motivic cohomology is given by
Hm(X,Z(n))V = HomDM−(F )(M(X),Z(n)[m])
= HomDMeff
−
(F )(M(X),Z(n)[m])
where the last isomorphism holds for n non negative by Voevodsky’s cancellation
theorem [14].
Recall that a (commutative) external product [12, Part II, Ch. I, 2.4.1] is
a relaxed (symmetric) monoidal functor F : A → B which means that one does
not assume that the maps ⊠FA,B : F(A) ⊗ F(B) → F(A ⊗ B) are isomorphisms.
A square
A
F1 //
F2

B
G1

C
G2 // D
whose arrows are functors between categories is said to be 2-commutative when
there exists a natural isomorphism of functors G2 ◦ F2 ≃ G1 ◦ F1
Part I
1 Levine’s method
Suppose that char(F ) = 0. The idea [12, Part I, Ch. VI, 2.1.9] used in [12] to
construct a triangulated tensor equivalence
DM(F )
Ψ
−→ DMgm(F )
is to produce this functor as a special realization when one views DMgm(F )
as a kind of Bloch-Ogus twisted duality theory. Since Voevodsky’s motives are
homological rather than cohomological as Bloch-Ogus theories, this approach
requires some good duality properties in Voevodsky’s category of triangulated
motives which are provided by [16, Theorem 4.3.7]2. The equivalence Ψ is
obtained as an extension to DM(F ) of the twisted dual motive functor
SmopF × Z → DMgm(F )
X(n) 7→ M(X)∗(n)
(1)
2Using Hironaka’s resolution of singularities, in loc.cit. Voevodsky shows that DMgm(F )
is a rigid tensor category.
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and thus the following square is 2-commutative
DM(F )
Ψ // DMgm(F )
SmopF × Z.
X(n) 7→ZX(n)
OO
BC X(n) 7→M(X)
∗(n)
OO
The ideal situation would have been to have a functorial complex of Nisnevich
sheaves with transfers that represent the functor (1). This does not happen,
however Levine manages to carry out the construction relying on the following
two results due to Voevodsky3.
(a) [16, Corollaries 4.1.8 and 4.2.7] For a smooth quasi-projective scheme X
and a non negative integer n one has a canonical isomorphism inDM eff− (F )
C∗
(
zequi(X,A
n, 0)
)
= Hom(M(X),Z(n))
where Hom is the partially defined internal Hom. And so the fake twisted
dual motive Hom(M(X),Z(n)) may be represented by an explicit complex
of Nisnevish sheaves with transfers
(b) [16, Corollary 4.3.6] For a smooth quasi-projective scheme X of dimension
at most n one has a canonical isomorphism in DM effgm(F )
Hom(M(X),Z(n)) =M(X)∗(n).
Now suppose that F is an arbitrary perfect field. In [12, Part I, Ch. IV, 1.4]
Levine has given a simple argument4 that shows that the category DMgm(F,A)
is rigid in the following cases:
• char(F ) = 0 and A = Z,
• char(F ) > 0 and A = Q.
One may also replace (b) by [6, Corollary B.2]. Therefore the crucial point is to
find a replacement for (a). In this paper instead of working with the complex
of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers
C∗
(
zequi(X,A
n, 0)
)
provided by equidimensional cycles, one introduces, using results of [7], another
representative of the fake twisted dual motive which may also be used in positive
characteristic. This is done in subsection 3.1
2 Overview of Levine’s triangulated motives
Levine’s category of triangulated motives DM(F ) is built from generators and
relations according to the following two main guiding principles.
3The proof of (a) relies on cdh topology and its relations to relative algebraic cycles [5].
4We refer the readers to [6, Appendix B] for a short summary of this argument that uses
De Jong theorem on alterations [3].
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• For a Bloch-Ogus twisted duality cohomology theory5 Γ defined via coho-
mology of a complex of sheaves for a suitable Grothendieck topology the
category DM(F) should admit a realization functor
RΓ : DM(F )→ DΓ
taking values in the triangulated category DΓ associated to Γ.
• The motivic cohomology defined by DM(F ) has to be isomorphic to
Bloch’s higher Chow groups. Imposing this condition may be thought
of as a way to say that the category DM(F ) is universal for the previous
property.
The most tricky part of the construction is to implement by generators and
relations cycle class maps and Ku¨nneth morphisms (steps 1-3). At the end
of the third step one gets a DG tensor category without unit from which one
obtains a triangulated tensor category without unit by passing to the homotopy
category of one sided twisted complexes (step 4). The A1-invariance and Gysin
isomorphisms are only obtained at the very end by taking a quotient of this
triangulated category by a suitable thick subcategory (step 5).
Step 1: Moving lemma
Levine’s original approach to moving lemmas [12, 11] consists in replacing the
category SmF by a category L(F ) fibered over SmF . The objets L(F ) are pairs
(X, f) where X is a smooth quasi-projective scheme and f : X ′ → X is a
morphism in SmF having a smooth section s. A morphism from (X, f) to (Y, g)
in L(F ) is a morphism p : X → Y in SmF such that there exists a flat morphism
q and a commutative square
Y ′
g

q // X ′
f

Y p
// X.
Let Zn(X) the abelian group of codimension n algebraic cycles on X . It is only
contravariant for flat morphisms, however if Zn(X)f is defined as the subgroup
formed of cycles in Zn(X) having a well defined pull-back along f then the
pull-back of cycles gives a well defined functor
L(F )op × N → Mod(Z)
X(n)f 7→ Z
n(X)f .
(2)
Then one adds Tate twists and forms an additive category by defining
L(F )op × N → Aeff1 (F )
X(n)f 7→ ZX(n)f
as the free additive category on L(F )op×N such that ZX∐Y (n)f∐g is the direct
sum of ZX(n)f and ZY (m)g. This construction is described by the following
5The main properties of such a theory are A1-homotopy invariance, well behaved cycle
class maps, Ku¨nneth isomorphisms, semi-purity and Gysin isomorphisms.
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universal property: for each functor F : L(F )op × N → A taking values in a
additive category A such that
F((X ∐ Y )(n)f∐g) = F(X(n)f )⊕ F(Y (n)g)
there exists a unique functor Feff1 that makes the triangle below commute
L(F )op × N //
F
&&NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
N
Aeff1 (F )
F
eff
1

A.
The cartesian product of schemes defines a tensor structure on Aeff1 (F ) and in
the sequel we denote simply by × this tensor product.
Step 2: Ku¨nneth formula
The next step is to take the universal external product
Aeff1 (F )
ιc
−→ Aeff1 (F )
⊗,c
which is a tensor category without unit6 that enjoys the following universal
property: for each tensor category A and each commutative external product
F : Aeff1 (F )→ A there exists a unique tensor functor F
⊗,c that makes the triangle
below commute
Aeff1 (F )
ιc //
F
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
M
Aeff1 (F )
⊗,c
F
⊗,c

A.
For objects Γ,∆ in Aeff1 (F ) we denote by
⊠
c
Γ,∆ : Γ⊗∆→ Γ×∆
the commutative external product which is a map in Aeff1 (F )
⊗,c.
Variant
However in practise the external product F is not commutative but only commu-
tative up to homotopy and all higher homotopies. Indeed the external product F
used to realize triangulated motives in Bloch-Ogus twisted duality cohomology
theories is obtained via the Alexander-Whitney map. To overcome the lack of
true commutativity of the Alexander-Whitney map is one of the most technical
points in Levine’s construction of realization. For this purpose Levine has de-
veloped a variant of the universal external product [12, Part II, Ch. III, 2.1.5]
which is a DG tensor category without unit that fits in a commutative triangle
Aeff1 (F )
⊗,sh c // Aeff1 (F )
⊗,c
Aeff1 (F )
ιsh
ggNNNNNNNNNNN
ιc
OO
6The map ιc is a commutative external product and a fully faithful functor.
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where c is a DG tensor functor and ιsh is a (non commutative) external product
and a fully faithful functor. For objects Γ,∆ in Aeff1 (F ) we denote by
⊠
sh
Γ,∆ : Γ⊗∆→ Γ×∆
the external product which is a map in Aeff1 (F )
⊗,sh. This construction has the
following essential properties:
• Given a tensor category A and a commutative external product
F : Aeff1 (F )→ ∆A
there exists a canonical DG tensor functor ccF⊗,sh that makes the following
diagram commute
C+(A)
Aeff1 (F )
⊗,sh
GF
ccF⊗,sh //
c // Aeff1 (F )
⊗,c C+(A)
inclusion
OO
Aeff1 (F )
ιc
OO
F //
ccF
99rrrrrrrrrrι
sh
ggNNNNNNNNNNN
∆A
cc
OO
(3)
where cc denotes the usual associated cochain complex functor as defined
in appendix A.1. For the explicit description of ccF⊗,sh we refer to [12,
Part II, Ch. III, 2.2].
• c is a homotopy equivalence
In the sequel m is a symbol that stands either for c or sh and we consider the
DG tensor category without unit
Aeffm2 (F ) := A
eff
1 (F )
⊗,m.
The tensor product on Aeff2 (F ) is denoted by ⊗.
Step 3: Adding cycle class maps
Let E be the homotopy one point DG tensor category without unit7 defined in
[12, Part II, Ch. II, 3.1.11] and e its canonical generator. The objects of E are
direct sums of tensor power of e and one denotes by
Aeffm2 (F )[E] (4)
the coproduct of Aeffm2 (F ) and E. Let A
effm
3 (F ) be the DG tensor category
without unit obtained from (4) by adding for each non zero element α ∈ Zn(X)f
a closed map of degree 2n
[α] : e→ ZX(n)f .
For the zero cycle one sets [0] = 0. Then Aeffm4 (F ) is the DG tensor category
without unit obtained from Aeffm3 (F ) by adding the following maps.
7This category is useful to implement up to homotopy the properties of the unit in the
category of triangulated motives.
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(a) For each morphism p : (Y, g)→ (X, f) in L(F ) and each non zero algebraic
cycle α ∈ Zn(X)f one adds a morphism of degree 2n− 1
hX,Y,[α],p : e→ ZY (n)g
with the following differential
dhX,Y,[α],p = p
∗ ◦ [α]− [p∗α].
(b) For each algebraic cycles α ∈ Zn(X)f and β ∈ Z
m(Y )g one adds the
morphisms of degree 2(n+m)− 1
hlX,Y,[α],[β] : e
⊗2 → Γ×∆
hrX,Y,[α],[β] : e
⊗2 → Γ×∆
where Γ = ZX(n)f and ∆ = ZY (m)g with the following differentials
dhlX,Y,[α],[β] = ⊠
m
Γ,∆ ◦ ([α] ⊗ [β])−⊠
m
Γ×∆,1 ◦ ([α× β]⊗ [1])
dhlX,Y,[α],[β] = ⊠
m
Γ,∆ ◦ ([α] ⊗ [β])−⊠
m
1,Γ×∆ ◦ ([1]⊗ [α× β]).
(c) For each α, β ∈ Zn(X)f and integers a, b one adds a morphism of degree
2n− 1
ha,b,[α],[β] : e→ ZX(n)f
with the following differential
dha,b,[α],[β] = [aα+ bβ]− a[α]− b[β].
The next step is to kill up to homotopy all the cohomology classes that do not
come from algebraic cycles. Let Aeffm5 (F ) be the DG tensor category without
unit obtained from Aeffm4 (F ) by successively adjoining morphisms according to
the following inductive process. One starts with
Aeffm5 (F )
(0) := Aeffm4 (F )
and then assuming the DG tensor category without unit Aeffm5 (F )
(r−1) has been
formed for r ≥ 1, the category Aeffm5 (F )
(r) is defined as a 2-colimit
Aeffm5 (F )
(r) := 2-colim
k
Aeffm5 (F )
(r−1,k)
whereAeffm5 (F )
(r,k) is obtained fromAeffm5 (F )
(r,k−1) by adjoining for each closed
morphism of degree 2n− r
s : e⊗k → ZX(n)f
a morphism of degree 2n− r − 1
hs : e
⊗k → ZX(n)f
such that dhs = s. The DG tensor category without unit A
effm
5 (F ) is finally the
2-colimit
Aeffm5 (F ) := 2-colim
r
Aeffm5 (F )
(r).
Let Aeffmmot (F ) denote the full DG tensor subcategory without unit of A
effm
5 (F )
generated by e and objets of the form ZX(n)f .
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Variant
Let Aeffmmot (F )
∗ be the full DG subcategory of Aeffmmot (F ) generated by the objects
e⊗a, Γ and e⊗a⊗Γ for Γ in Aeff1 (F ). The tensor structure on A
eff
1 (F ) extends to a
tensor structure on Aeffmmot (F )
∗ by [12, Part II, Ch. I, 3.5.3] and the corresponding
tensor product is denoted by ×. In addition [12, Part I, Ch. I, 3.1.5] one has
canonical functors
Aeffmmot (F )
∗ imot−−−→ Aeffmmot (F )
rmot−−−→ Aeffmmot (F )
∗ (5)
where imot is the inclusion functor and rmot is a tensor functor such that rmot ◦
imot = id. The functor imot is a commutative external product, the map
⊠mot : Γ⊗∆→ Γ×∆
where Γ,∆ are objects of Aeffmmot (F )
∗ being an extension of ⊠mΓ,∆. The map above
induces a natural transformation
⊠mot : id→ imot ◦ rmot.
Step 4: One sided twisted complexes
Consider now the DG tensor category without unit of one sided twisted com-
plexes [2, §4]8
C
b,eff
motm(F ) := C
b(Aeffmmot (F ))
and its homotopy category
Kb,effmotm(F ) := Ho
[
C
b,eff
motm(F )
]
. (6)
One may also consider the DG tensor category
C
b,eff
motm(F )
∗ := Cb(Aeffmmot (F )
∗)
and its homotopy category
Kb,effmotm(F )
∗ := Ho
[
C
b,eff
motm(F )
∗
]
. (7)
The functors (5) extend to triangulated functors
Kb,effmotm(F )
∗ imot−−−→ Kb,effmotm(F )
rmot−−−→ Kb,effmotm(F )
∗
having the same properties.
Variant
Let Aeffm+mot (F ) denote the full DG tensor subcategory without unit of A
effm
mot (F )
generated by e and the objects of the form ZX(n)f where X is a smooth quasi-
projective scheme of dimension at most n and consider the DG tensor category
without unit of one sided twisted complexes
C
b,eff+
motm (F ) := C
b(Aeffm+mot (F ))
and its homotopy category
Kb,eff+motm (F ) := Ho
[
C
b,eff+
motm (F )
]
. (8)
This variant will be useful in section 4.
8We use the notation of [12, Part II, Ch. II, 1.2.7].
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Step 5: Relations
Let (X, f) be an object in L(F ), Xˆ a closed subscheme of X and let j : U →֒ X
the inclusion of the open complement. We write j∗f for the map U ′ = X ′ ×X
U → U induced by f . For a non negative integer n one defines the motive with
support by
ZX,Xˆ(n)f := Mc
(
ZX(n)f
j∗
−→ ZU (n)j∗f
)
[−1]
where Mc is the mapping cone. This motive belongs to Cb,effmotm(F )
∗ and for a
cycle α ∈ Zn
Xˆ
(X)f the maps
[α] : e→ ZX(n)f [2n] hX,U,[α],j∗ : e→ ZU (n)j∗f [2n− 1]
define a natural cycle class map with support in Cb,effmotm(F )
∗
[α]Xˆ : e→ ZX,Xˆ(n)f [2n].
The triangulated tensor category without unit Db,effmotm(F ) is formed from the
triangulated homotopy category (6) by inverting the following morphisms:
(a) Homotopy. Let p : (X, f) → (Y, g) a morphism in L(F ) with p : X → Y
the immersion of a closed codimension one subscheme. Let Yˆ be a closed
subscheme of Y and let Xˆ = X×Y Yˆ . Assume that Xˆ is smooth and that
we have a commutative square
Xˆ
p // Yˆ
Xˆ × {0} //
OO
Xˆ × A1.
iso.
OO
Then invert the morphism
p∗ : ZY,Yˆ (n)g → ZX,Xˆ(n)f .
(b) Excision. Let (X, f) ∈ L(F ), Xˆ be a closed subscheme of X and U be an
open subscheme containing Xˆ. Invert the map
j∗ : ZX,Xˆ(n)f → ZU,Xˆ(n)j∗f
where j : U →֒ X is the open immersion.
(c) Ku¨nneth isomorphism. Invert the morphism
⊠
m
Γ,∆ : Γ⊗∆→ Γ×∆.
for Γ = ZX(n)f and ∆ = ZY (m)g.
(d) Gysin isomorphism. Let p : (P, g)→ (X, f) be a morphism in L(F ) such
that p : P → X is a smooth morphism that has a section s : X → P which
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is a pure codimension d closed immersion. Assume that [X ] ∈ Zd(P )g.
For an integer n ≥ d invert the morphism
e⊗ ZX(n− d)f [−2d]⊕ ZP×P,X×P (n)g×g∐∆„
α
0
−ρ
∆∗
«

ZP×P,X×P (n)g×g ⊕ ZP,X(n)g
where α stands for the composition
e⊗ ZX(n− d)f [−2d]
[X]X⊗p
∗
//
α
++WWWW
WWWW
WWWW
WWWW
WWWW
ZP,X(d)g ⊗ ZP (n− d)g
⊠
m

ZP×P,X×P (n)g×g
and ρ for the canonical map
ρg×g,∆ : ZP×P,X×P (n)g×g → ZP×P,X×P (n)g×g∐∆.
(e) Moving Lemma. Let (X, f) be in L(F ) and g : Z → X a morphism in
SmF . Invert the morphism
ρf,g : ZX(n)f∐g → ZX(n)f .
given by the map (X, f)→ (X, f ∐ g) in L(F ) induced by the identity.
(f) Unit. Invert the morphism
[1]⊗ id : e⊗ 1→ 1⊗ 1.
The triangulated category Db,effmotm(F )
∗ is formed from the triangulated homotopy
category (7) by inverting the morphisms (a), (b), (d), (e) and (f) listed above9.
The functors (5) extend to triangulated functors
Db,effmotm(F )
∗ imot−−−→ Db,effmotm(F )
rmot−−−→ Db,effmotm(F )
∗
having the same properties. Now the natural transformation
⊠mot : id→ imot ◦ rmot.
is an isomorphism by [12, Part I, Ch. I, 3.4.2] and so
Db,effmotm(F )
∗ imot−−−→ Db,effmotm(F ) D
b,eff
motm(F )
rmot−−−→ Db,effmotm(F )
∗ (9)
are triangulated tensor functors quasi-inverse to each others. The triangulated
tensor category Db,eff+motm (F ) is formed from the triangulated homotopy category
(8) by inverting the morphisms (a) to (f) listed above when they do belong to
the category (8).
9The reason why we do not invert (c) is a technical issue linked to the existence of a unit.
Indeed Aeffmmot (F )
∗ has a unit for × and so has Db,effmotm (F )
∗. The tensor equivalences (9) then
show that the motivic category has also a unit.
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Step 6: Inverting the Tate motive
By [12, Part I, Ch. VI, 2.5.4] the symmetry isomorphism
Z(1)⊗ Z(1)→ Z(1)⊗ Z(1)
is the identity in Db,effmotm(F ), D
b,eff
motm(F )
∗ and Db,eff+motm (F ). Therefore one can
invert Z(1) in those triangulated tensor categories to obtain the following tri-
angulated tensor categories
Dbmotm(F ) := D
b,eff
motm(F )
[
Z(1)−1
]
Dbmotm(F )
∗ := Db,effmotm(F )
∗
[
Z(1)−1
]
and
Db+motm(F ) := D
b,eff+
motm (F )
[
Z(1)−1
]
.
Finally the triangulated tensor categories DMm(F ), DMm(F )
∗ and DM+m(F )
are the pseudo-abelian hulls of those categories. The fact that the category
DM(F ) is really the category whose construction is described in [12, Part I,
Ch. I] is proved in [12, Part I, Ch. VI, 2.5.4].
General picture
The various categories described so far belong to a commutative diagram
Db+motsh(F )
c+ //

Db+mot(F )

Dbmotsh(F )
c //
rmot
~~ ~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
Dbmot(F )
rmot
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Dbmotsh(F )
∗
imot
ggPPPPPPP
c∗ // Dbmot(F )
∗
imot
ffMMMMMMM
Dbmotsh(F )
∗ c
∗
// Dbmot(F )
∗
where all the arrows are triangulated tensor functors. By construction the
vertical arrows are equivalences and the fact that the functors c, c∗ and c+ are
equivalences too is proved in [12, Part I, Ch. V, 1.3.6]. So by taking the pseudo-
abelian hull we see that the category of triangulated motives and its variants fit
in a commutative diagram of triangulated tensor equivalences
DM+sh(F )
c+ //

DM+(F )

DMsh(F )
c //
rmot
~~||
||
||
||
||
||
||
DM(F )
rmot
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
}}
}}
}}
DMsh(F )
∗
imot
hhPPPPPPP
c∗ // DM(F )∗
imot
ggOOOOOOO
DMsh(F )
∗ c
∗
// DM(F )∗
12
Part II
3 The motivic commutative external product
In this section we construct a triangulated commutative external product
DMeffsh (F )
Υeffsh
−−→ DM eff− (F ) (10)
which has the following properties.
(a) The square
DMeffsh (F )
Υeffsh // DM eff− (F )
L(F )op × N //
X(n)f 7→ZX (n)f
OO
SmopF × N.
X(n) 7→Hom(M(X),Z(n))
OO
(11)
is 2-commutative.
(b) Let Γ be an object in DMeffsh (F ) and n a non negative integer. The induced
map
HomDMeff
sh
(F )
(
Z(n),Γ
) Υeffsh
−−→ HomDMeff
−
(F )
(
Z(n),Υeffsh (Γ)
)
is an isomorphism.
3.1 Representing the fake twisted dual motive
We shall now explain how to represent the fake twisted dual motive by an explicit
functorial complex of Nisnevich with transfers. By [7, Proposition 3.2] the
Godement monad induces a monad GtrNis over the category of Nisnevich sheaves
with transfers and therefore the cosimplicial Godement resolution Gtr,∗Nis (F) of
a Nisnevich sheaf with transfers F has a canonical structure of cosimplicial
Nisnevich sheaf with transfers. We use the notation in appendix A.1.
Definition 3.1. For a Nisnevich sheaf with transfers F we let C∗(F) be the
complex of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers
C∗(F) = Tot
[
C∗ccG
tr,∗
Nis (F)
]
(12)
where Tot is the complex associated to a double complex as in [9, Notation
11.5.2].
Given a smooth quasi-projective scheme X we set for short C∗(X) = C∗(Ztr[X ]).
The usual properties of Godement resolutions give us the following remark.
Remark 3.2. Given a Nisnevich sheaf with transfers G let Cν∗(G) be the complex
of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers
Cν∗(G) : · · · → 0→ Cν(G)→ Cν−1(G)→ · · · → C1(G)→ C0(G).
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With the above notation we may write
C∗(F) = colimν
Tot
[
Cν∗G
tr,∗
Nis (F)
]
and so C∗(F) is a filtred colimit of bounded below complexes of flabby sheaves.
Recall that one defines [13, §3] the Nisnevich sheaf with transfers Ztr[G
∧n
m ] as
the quotient
Ztr[G
∧n
m ] := Ztr[G
×n
m ]/Dn
where Dn is the subsheaf obtained by taking the union of the image of the
morphisms Ztr[G
×n−1
m ]→ Ztr[G
×n
m ] given by the closed immersions
(x1, . . . , xn−1) 7→ (x1, . . . , 1, . . . , xn−1).
The image in DM eff− (F ) of the Nisnevich sheaf with transfers Ztr[G
∧n
m ] is the
motive Z(n)[n].
Definition 3.3. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective scheme, W a closed sub-
scheme of X and n a non negative integer. We set
ΥeffW (X(n)) = Homtr
(
ZWtr [X ], C∗(G
∧n
m )
)
[−n].
where the Nisnevich sheaf with transfers ZWtr [X ] is the cokernel of the map
Ztr[X \W ]→ Ztr[X ].
Proposition 3.4. Given a Nisnevich sheaf with transfers F, we have a canonical
isomorphism in DM eff− (F )
Homtr(Z
W
tr [X ], C∗(F)) = Hom(MW (X), C∗(F)).
In particular we have a canonical isomorphism in DM eff− (F )
ΥeffW (X(n)) = Hom(MW (X),Z(n)). (13)
Proof. By remark 3.2 we have isomorphisms in D(Ntr)
Homtr
(
ZWtr [X ], C∗(F)
)
= RHomtr
(
ZWtr [X ], C∗(F)
)
= RHomtr
(
ZWtr [X ], C∗(F)
)
.
The isomorphism in DM eff− (F )
Homtr
(
ZWtr [X ], C∗(F)
)
= RHomtr
(
CW∗ (X), C∗(F)
)
= Hom
(
MW (X), C∗(F)
)
comes from the fact that C∗(F) is A
1-local and that the morphism ZWtr [X ] →
CW∗ (X) is an A
1-quasi-isomorphism [16, Proposition 3.2.3]. Since C∗(G
∧n
m ) =
Z(n)[2n] we have a canonical isomorphism in DM eff− (F )
ΥeffW (X(n)) = Homtr
(
Ztr[X ], C∗(G
∧n
m )
)
[−n]
= RHomtr
(
C∗(X), C∗(G
∧n
m )
)
[−n]
= Hom
(
M(X), A(n)
)
.
This proves the proposition.
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From the isomorphism (13) given in the previous proposition we obtain a canon-
ical isomorphism in D(Z)
ΓNis(Spec(F ),Υ
eff
W (X(n))) = RΓ
Nis
W (X,Z(n)). (14)
Now by [6, Corollary B.2] we get the following result.
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective scheme of dimension at most
n such that M(X) has a dual in DMgm(F,A). Then the complex Υ
eff
W (X(n))
belongs to DM effgm(F,A) and we have a canonical isomorphism
ΥeffW (X(n)) =M
∗(X)(n)
in DM effgm(F,A).
However to overcome the lack of true commutativity of the Alexander-Whitney
map we shall not work directly with the complex given in definition 3.3. We con-
sider instead the underlying cosimplicial simplicial Nisnevich sheaf with trans-
fers:
Definition 3.6. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective scheme, W a closed sub-
scheme of X and n a non negative integer. We denote by ΥeffWcs(X(n)) the object
of ∆∆opNtr
ΥeffWcs(X(n)) := Homtr
(
ZWtr [∆
∗
X ],G
tr,∗
Nis (Ztr[G
∧n
m ])
)
(15)
where the cosimplicial Nisnevich sheaf with transfers ZWtr [∆
∗
X ] is the cokernel of
the map Ztr[∆
∗
X ]→ Ztr[∆
∗
X\W ].
In the cosimplicial simplicial object (15) the simplicial structure is induced by
the cosimplicial scheme ∆∗X and the cosimplicial structure is induced by the
cosimplicial structure of the Godement resolution. The relation between the
two definitions is given by
Tot
[
cc
(
cΥeffWcs(X(n))[−n]
)]
= Tot
[
cc
(
Homtr(Z
W
tr [X ], C∗H
∗
n)[−n]
)]
= Tot
[
Homtr
(
ZWtr [X ], C∗ccH
∗
n[−n]
)]
= Homtr
(
ZWtr [X ],Tot
[
C∗ccH
∗
n
]
[−n]
)
where H∗n = G
tr,∗
Nis (Ztr[G
∧n
m ]). This implies by definition that
Tot
[
cc
(
cΥeffWcs(X(n))[−n]
)]
= ΥeffW (X(n)).
3.2 The Ku¨nneth formula
We now start the construction of the triangulated functor (10). For this we
consider the functor which commutes with finite coproducts
Υeffcs : Sm
op
F × N→ ∆
op∆Ntr.
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3.2.1 Principle of construction
Let A be a tensor category and assume to be given a commutative external
product
F : L(F )op × N→ ∆op∆A
which commutes with finite coproducts. Using the shuffle map the functor c is a
commutative external product and so by composition we obtain a commutative
external product
cF : L(F )op × N→ ∆C−(A).
Now consider the commutative external product obtained by a shift
cF : L(F )op × N → ∆C−(A)
X(n)f 7→ cF(X(n)f )[−n].
Since this functor commutes with finite coproducts, using the properties of the
category Aeff1 (F ) recalled in step 1 we have a commutative triangle
L(F )op × N //
cF &&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
Aeff1 (F )
cF
eff
1

∆C−(A)
where cF
eff
1 is a canonical additive commutative external product. Now we may
use the properties of the DG tensor category without unit Aeffsh2 (F ) recalled in
the variant of step 2 in order to obtain a commutative diagram
C+(C−(A))
Aeffsh2 (F )
GF
cc(cF
eff
1 )
⊗,sh
//
c // Aeff2 (F ) C
+(C−(A))
inclusion
OO
Aeff1 (F )
ιc
OO
cF
eff
1 //
cc(cF
eff
1 )
88rrrrrrrrrrrι
sh
eeKKKKKKKKKK
∆C−(A)
cc
OO
(16)
where cc(cF
eff
1 )
⊗,sh is a canonical DG tensor functor. The diagram (16) gives
us a DG tensor functor
Aeffsh2 (F )
cc(cF
eff
1 )
⊗,sh
//
Tot ◦ cc(cF
eff
1 )
⊗,sh
**
C+(C−(A))
Tot
// C(A).
Recall that the right hand side C(A) denotes the DG category of complexes over
A as described at the beginning of this paper.
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3.2.2 How to handle Ku¨nneth morphisms
In this subsection we apply the previous construction principle to the functor
Υeffcs . For this we need a variant of [7, Proposition 3.5] given in lemma 3.7.
Let the Fn be a family of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers indexed by N. A
commutative external product on this family is the data of morphisms
⊠
Fn
X,Y : Fn(X)⊗ Fm(Y )→ Fn+m(X × Y ) X,Y ∈ SchF
which are associative commutative and functorial for finite correspondences.
Denote by Qtr the category with objects the family of Nisnevich sheaves with
transfers indexed by N endowed with a commutative external product and obvi-
ous morphisms, then the proof of [7, Proposition 3.5] yields the following result.
Lemma 3.7. The monad GtrNis induces a monad on the category Qtr. Thus if the
Fn are a family of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers endowed with a commutative
external product, the G
tr,∗
Nis (Fn) define an object in ∆Qtr.
Now we have the following obvious lemma:
Lemma 3.8. The Nisnevich sheaves with transfers Ztr[G
∧n
m ] form a family of
Nisnevich sheaves with transfers with a commutative external product.
Proof. Let X,Y be schemes. The tensor product of correspondences gives us
morphisms
c(X,G×nm )⊗ c(Y,G
×m
m )
// c(X × Y,G×n+mm )
Ztr[G
×n
m ](X)⊗ Ztr[G
×m
m ](Y )
// Ztr[G×n+m](X × Y )
which gives a commutative external product on the Ztr[G
×n
m ]. It is enough to
remark that we have the following commutative diagram
Dn(X)
⊗
Dm(Y )
//

Ztr[G
×n
m ](X)
⊗
Ztr[G
×n
m ](Y )
//

Ztr[G
∧n
m ](X)
⊗
Ztr[G
∧n
m ](Y )
//

0
Dn+m(X × Y ) // Ztr[G×n+mm ](X × Y ) // Ztr[G
∧n+m
m ](X × Y )
// 0
to see that the quotients Ztr[G
∧n
m ] inherit a commutative external product.
Proposition 3.9. The functor Υeffcs is a commutative external product. In other
words for Γ = X(n) and ∆ = Y (m) there exists a canonical morphism
Υeffcs (Γ)⊗tr Υ
eff
cs (∆)
⊠
Υeffcs
Γ,∆
−−−→ Υeffcs (Γ×∆) (17)
and those morphisms are associative, commutative and functorial.
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Proof. Fix two smooth quasi-projective schemes X,Y and two non negative
integers n,m. It is enough to construct a natural map in ∆op∆Ptr
Υeffcs (X(n))⊗
pr
tr Υ
eff
cs (Y (m))→ Υ
eff
cs ((X × Y )(n+m))
and so to construct, for all smooth quasi-projective scheme Z, a natural map in
the category ∆op∆Mod(Z)[
Υeffcs (X(n))⊗
pr
tr Υ
eff
cs (Y (m))
]
(Z)→ Υeffcs ((X × Y )(n+m))(Z) (18)
functorial for finite correspondences. By lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 we know that the
family of cosimplicial Godement resolutions
H∗n = G
tr,∗
Nis (Ztr[G
∧n
m ]) n ∈ N
defines an object in ∆Qtr. Therefore for all schemes X and Y we have a natural
associative and commutative morphism that is functorial for finite correspon-
dences
H∗n(X)⊗H
∗
m(Y)→ H
∗
n+m(X × Y). (19)
In particular we have associative and commutative morphisms in ∆op∆Mod(Z)
that are functorial for finite correspondences
H∗n(∆
∗
X
)⊗H∗m(∆
∗
Y
)
induced by (19)
//
@A
⊠
H∗
X(n),Y(m)
//
H∗n+m(∆
∗
X ×∆
∗
Y)
induced by the diagonal
immersion

H∗n+m(∆
∗
X×Y).
Besides if X and W are smooth quasi-projective schemes we have
Υeffcs (X(n))(W) = Hom(Ztr[W],Homtr(Ztr[∆
∗
X],H
∗
n))
= Hom(Ztr[∆
∗
X×W],H
∗
n) = H
∗
n(∆
∗
X×W).
So we have the following commutative diagram
⊕
W,W ′∈SmF
Υeffcs (X(n))(W )
⊗Υeffcs (Y (m))(W
′)
⊗ c(Z,W ×W ′)
⊠
H∗
(X×W )(n),(Y×W ′)(m)
//
(20)

Υeffcs ((X × Y )(n+m))(W ×W
′)
⊗ c(Z,W ×W ′)
structure of presheaf
with transfers
[
Υeffcs (X(n))⊗
pr
tr Υ
eff
cs (Y (m))
]
(Z) // Υeffcs ((X × Y )(n+m))(Z)
in which the surjection (20) is obtained from the formula of appendix A.2.
This gives the morphisms (18) we were looking for. It is a consequence of the
construction that these morphisms are functorial for finite correspondences and
that the induced morphisms (17) are associative and commutative.
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We may apply the construction given in paragraph 3.2.1 to the commutative
external product
L(F )op × N // SmopF × N
Υeffcs // ∆op∆Ntr
to obtain a DG tensor functor
Υeffsh2 : A
effsh
2 (F )→ C(N
tr). (21)
and the following commutative diagram
C(Ntr)
C+(C−(Ntr))
Tot
OO
Aeffsh2 (F )
GF
Υeffsh2 //
[ccΥeff1 ]
⊗,sh //
c // Aeff2 (F ) C
+(C−(Ntr))
inclusion
OO
Aeff1 (F )
ιc
OO
Υeff1 //
ccΥeff1
88qqqqqqqqqqqι
sh
eeKKKKKKKKKK
∆C−(Ntr)
cc
OO
where Υeff1 denotes the canonical extension to A
eff
1 (F ) of the functor
L(F )op × N → ∆C−(Ntr)
X(n)f 7→ cΥ
eff
cs (X(n))[−n].
By construction the square
Aeffsh2 (F )
Υeffsh2 // C(Ntr)
L(F )op × N //
OO
SmopF × N
Υeff
OO
(22)
is commutative.
3.2.3 Variant with support
We shall need during the construction a variant of the previous functor that
takes support into account in order to use the semi-purity of motivic cohomology
that assure the vanishing of some cohomology classes. For each objet (X, f) ∈
L(F ) and each non negative integer n we denote by (X, f)(n) the set of closed
subschemes W of X such that
f∗(W ) := X ′ ×X W
is a pure codimension n closed subscheme of X ′. Since f has a smooth section
s the above condition implies that the closed subscheme
W = s∗(f∗(W ))
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is also of pure codimension n in X . The set (X, f)(n) is filtrant for the relation of
inclusion and functorial. Indeed ifW belongs to (X, f)(n) and p : (Y, g)→ (X, f)
is a morphism in L(F ) then p∗(W ) belongs to (Y, g)(n). This assertion is a
consequence of the equality
g∗p∗(Z) = q∗f∗(Z)
where q is a flat morphism that fits in a commutative square
Y ′
g

q // X ′
f

Y
p // X.
In the sequel we denote by RΓ⋆(X,Z(n)) the complex
RΓ⋆(X,Z(n)) := colim
W∈(X,f)(n)
RΓW (X,Z(n))
and its cohomology byHm⋆ (X,Z(n))V = H
mRΓ⋆(X,Z(n)). To define the variant
with support we consider the functor
Υeff⋆cs : L(F )
op × N→ ∆op∆Ntr (23)
given for an object (X, f) ∈ L(F ) and a non negative integer n by
Υeff⋆cs (X(n)f ) = colim
W∈(X,f)(n)
ΥeffWcs(X(n)).
Proposition 3.10. The functor Υeff⋆cs is a commutative external product. In
other words for Γ = X(n)f and ∆ = Y (m)g there exists a canonical morphism
Υeff⋆cs (Γ)⊗tr Υ
eff⋆
cs (∆)
⊠
Υeff⋆cs
Γ,∆
−−−−→ Υeff⋆cs (Γ×∆) (24)
and those morphisms are associative, commutative and functorial. Futhermore
the following square is commutative
Υeff⋆cs (Γ)⊗tr Υ
eff⋆
cs (∆)
⊠
Υeff⋆cs
Γ,∆ //

Υeff⋆cs (Γ×∆)

Υeffcs (Γ)⊗tr Υ
eff
cs (∆)
⊠
Υeffcs
Γ,∆ // Υeffcs (Γ×∆).
Proof. Given closed subschemes W ∈ (X, f)(n) and Z ∈ (Y, g)(n), we have a
commutative diagram
0

Υeffcs (X(n))W ⊗tr Υ
eff
cs (Y (m))Z
//

Υeffcs ((X × Y )(n+m))W×Z

Υeffcs (X(n))⊗tr Υ
eff
cs (Y (m))
⊠
Υeffcs
X(n),Y (m) //

Υeffcs ((X × Y )(n+m))

Υeffcs (U(n))⊗tr Υ
eff
cs (V (m))
⊠
Υeffcs
U(n),V (m) // Υeffcs ((U × V )(n+m))
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where U is the open complement of W and V the open complement of Z. It is
enough to remark that Z ×W belongs to (X × Y, f × g)(n+m) and to take the
colimit to obtain the morphism (24).
Once again we may apply the construction given in paragraph 3.2.1 to the
commutative external product (23) to obtain a DG tensor functor
Υeffsh⋆2 : A
effsh
2 (F )→ C(N
tr) (25)
with a natural transformation
Aeffsh2 (F )
Υeffsh⋆2
++
Υeffsh2
33
 
 C(N
tr) .
We have the following commutative diagram
C(Ntr)
C+(C−(Ntr))
Tot
OO
Aeffsh2 (F )
GF
Υeffsh⋆2 //
[ccΥeff⋆1 ]
⊗,sh ..
c // Aeff2 (F ) C
+(C−(Ntr))
inclusion
OO
A1(Smk)
ιc
OO
Υeff⋆1 //
ccΥeff⋆1
77pppppppppppι
sh
ffLLLLLLLLLL
∆C−(Ntr)
cc
OO
where Υeff⋆1 denotes the canonical extension to A
eff
1 (F ) of the functor
L(F )op × N → ∆C−(Ntr)
X(n)f 7→ cΥ
eff⋆
cs (X(n)f )[−n].
For Γ = ZX(n)f the isomorphisms (14) give an isomorphism in D(Z)
ΓNis(Spec(F ),Υ
effsh
2 (Γ)) = RΓ⋆(X,Z(n)). (26)
3.3 Cycle class maps
Recall that in [15] Voevodsky has constructed for a smooth quasi-projective
scheme X , a closed subschemeW of X and integers n,m a natural isomorphism
CHnW (X,m)
cl
n,m
X−−−→ H2n−mW (X,Z(n))V. (27)
In addition those morphisms are functorial, map intersection products to cup
products and are also compatible with relativization long exact sequences.
By the universal property of E [12, Part II, Ch. II, 3.1.13] there exists a
unique DG tensor functor
E → C(Ntr)
e⊗n 7→ Ztr[F ]
⊗trn.
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Using this functor in order to extend the functors (21) and (25) to the coproduct
of DG categories Aeffsh2 (F )[E] we obtain a natural transformation of DG tensor
functors
Aeffsh2 (F )[E]
Υeffsh⋆2,E
,,
Υeffsh2,E
22
 
 C(N
tr). (28)
3.3.1 Adding cycle class maps
In the sequel one sets for short Ztr[F ] = Ztr[Spec(F )]. From (26) we have a
canonical surjection
Z2nHom
(
Ztr[F ],Υ
effsh⋆
2,E (ZX(n)f )
)
։ H2n⋆ (X,Z(n)) (29)
where Hom is the complex of morphism in the DG category C(Ntr). Thus for
all non zero cycle α ∈ Zn(X)f , we may choose a morphism of degree 2n
Υeffsh⋆3 ([α]) : Ztr[F ]→ Υ
effsh⋆
2,E (ZX(n)f )
which maps to the cycle class clnX([α]) through the surjection (29) and denote
by Υeffsh3 ([α]) the morphism obtained after composition with the natural trans-
formation
Ztr[F ]
Υeffsh⋆3 ([α])
//
Υeffsh3 ([α])
++
Υeffsh⋆2,E (ZX(n)f )
// Υeffsh2,E (ZX(n)f ).
Those choices define an extension of the DG tensor functors and the natural
transformation (28) to the DG tensor category without unit Aeffsh3 (F )
Aeffsh3 (F )
Υeffsh⋆3
,,
Υeffsh3
22
 
 C(N
tr). (30)
(a) For all morphism p : (Y, g) → (X, f) in L(F ) and all non zero cycle α ∈
Zn(X)f the image of the closed morphism of degree 2n
p∗ ◦ [α]− [p∗α] (31)
by Υeffsh⋆3 is exact since it maps to
p∗ ◦ clqX([α]) − cl
q
Y ([p
∗α]) = 0
in H2n⋆ (X,Z(n)). So we may choose a morphism of degree 2n− 1
Υeffsh⋆4 (hX,Y,[α],p∗) : Ztr[F ]→ Υ
effsh⋆
3 (ZY (n)g)
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whose differential is equal to the image by Υeffsh⋆3 of the morphism (31). We
denote Υeffsh4 (hX,Y,[α],p∗) the morphism obtained after composition with the
natural transformation
Ztr[F ]
Υeffsh⋆4 (hX,Y,[α],p∗ )
//
Υeffsh4 (hX,Y,[α],p∗)
++
Υeffsh⋆3 (ZX(n)f )
// Υeffsh3 (ZX(n)f ).
(b) For all non zero cycles α ∈ Zn(X)f and β ∈ Z
m(Y )g, the images by Υ
effsh⋆
3
of the closed morphisms of degree 2(n+m)
⊠Γ,∆ ◦([α]⊗ [β]) −⊠Γ×∆,1 ◦ ([α× β]⊗ [1]) (32)
⊠Γ,∆ ◦ ([α]⊗ [β]) −⊠1,Γ×∆ ◦ ([1]⊗ [α× β]) (33)
where Γ = ZX(n)f and ∆ = ZY (m)g are exact since they map to
cl
n
X(α)⊗ cl
m
Y (β)− cl
n+m
X×Y (α× β) = 0.
So we may choose a morphism of degree 2(n+m)− 1
Υeffsh⋆4 (h
l
X,Y,[α],[β]) : Ztr[F ]→ Υ
effsh⋆
3 (Γ×∆)
Υeffsh⋆4 (h
r
X,Y,[α],[β]) : Ztr[F ]→ Υ
effsh⋆
3 (Γ×∆)
whose differentials are equal to the images by Υeffsh⋆3 of (32) and (33). We de-
note by Υeffsh4 (h
l
X,Y,[α],[β]) and Υ
effsh
4 (h
r
X,Y,[α],[β]) the morphisms obtained after
composition with the natural transformation
Ztr[F ]
Υeffsh⋆4 (h
l
X,Y,[α],[β])
//
Υeffsh4 (h
l
X,Y,[α],[β])
++
Υeffsh⋆3 (Γ×∆)
// Υeffsh3 (Γ×∆)
Ztr[F ]
Υeffsh⋆4 (h
r
X,Y,[α],[β])
//
Υeffsh4 (h
r
X,Y,[α],[β])
++
Υeffsh⋆3 (Γ×∆)
// Υeffsh3 (Γ×∆).
(c) For all cycles α, β ∈ Zn(X)f and all integers a, b the image of the closed
morphism of degree 2n
[aα+ bβ]− a[α]− b[β] (34)
by Υeffsh⋆3 is exact since it maps to
cl
n
X(aα+ bβ)− acl
n
X(α) − bcl
n
X(β) = 0.
in H2n⋆ (X,Z(n)). So we may choose a morphism of degree 2n− 1
Υeffsh⋆4 (ha,b,[α],[β]) : Ztr[F ]→ Υ
effsh⋆
3 (ZX(n)f )
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whose differential is equal to the image by Υeffsh⋆3 of the morphism (34). We
denote by Υeffsh4 (ha,b,[α],[β]) the morphism obtained after composition with the
natural transformation
Ztr[F ]
Υeffsh⋆4 (ha,b,[α],[β])
//
Υeffsh4 (ha,b,[α],[β])
++
Υeffsh⋆3 (ZX(n)f )
// Υeffsh3 (ZX(n)f ).
Those choices define an extension of the DG tensor functors and the natural
transformation (30) to the DG tensor category without unit Aeffsh4 (F )
Aeffsh4 (F )
Υeffsh⋆4
,,
Υeffsh4
22
 
 C(N
tr). (35)
3.3.2 Cleaning up to homotopy
Let r ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1 be integers. Suppose that the DG tensor functors and
the natural transformation (35) have been extended to the DG tensor category
without unit Aeffsh4 (F )
(r,k−1)
Aeffsh4 (F )
(r,k−1)
Υeffsh⋆
4,(r,k−1)
,,
Υeffsh
4,(r,k−1)
22
 
 C(N
tr). (36)
Fix a closed morphism of degree 2n− r in Aeffsh4 (F )
(r,k−1)
s : e⊗k → ZX(n)f . (37)
Its image by the functor Υeffsh⋆4,(r,k−1) is exact since by semi-purity of motivic
cohomology we have
H2n−r⋆ (X,Z(n)) = 0.
So we may choose a morphism of degree 2n− r − 1
Υ
sh,(∗)
4,(r,k)(hs)
: Ztr[F ]→ Υ
effsh⋆
4,(r,k−1)(ZX(n)f )
whose differential is equal to the image by Υeffsh⋆4,(r,k−1) of the morphism s and
consider the morphism gotten after the composition with the natural transfor-
mation
Ztr[F ]
Υeffsh⋆
4,(r,k)
(hs)
//
Υeffsh
4,(r,k
)(hs)
++
Υeffsh⋆4,(r,k−1)(ZX(n)f )
// Υeffsh4,(r,k−1)(ZX(n)f ).
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Those choices define an extension of the DG tensor functors and the natural
transformation (36) to the DG tensor category without unit Aeffsh4 (F )
(r,k)
Aeffsh4 (F )
(r,k)
Υeffsh⋆
4,(r,k)
,,
Υeffsh
4,(r,k)
22
 
 C(N
tr). (38)
By induction this extends the DG tensor functors and the natural transforma-
tion (38) to the DG tensor category without unit Aeffsh5 (F )
Aeffsh5 (F )
Υeffsh⋆5
,,
Υeffsh5
22
 
 C(N
tr).
2-colimr,kA
effsh
4 (F )
(r,k)
(39)
We denote by Υeffshmot the restriction of the functor Υ
effsh
5 to the DG tensor
category without unit Aeffmot(F ).
3.4 The motivic commutative external product
By applying the functor Cb and composing with the DG functor Tot one obtains
a DG tensor functor
C
b,eff
motsh(F )
C
b(Υeffshmot ) //
Υeff+
motsh
&&
Cb(C(Ntr))
Tot // C(Ntr).
Passing to the homotopy categories gives a triangulated tensor functor
Kb,effmotsh(F )
Ho(Υeff+
motsh
)
//
Υeffmotsh
))
K(Ntr) // D(Ntr)
The square (22) and proposition 3.4 give a natural isomorphism
Υeffmotsh(Γ) = Hom(M(X),Z(n)) Γ = ZX(n)f
which belongs to D−(Ntr). Since Kb,effmotsh(F ) is generated as tensor triangulated
category by those Γ it follows that the functor Υeffmotsh takes its values in D
−(Ntr)
and so induces a triangulated tensor functor
Υeffmotsh : K
b,eff
motsh(F )→ DM
eff
− (F )
and by construction the square below is 2-commutative
Kb,effmotsh(F )
Υeffmotsh // DM eff− (F )
L(F )op × N //
X(n)f 7→ZX (n)f
OO
SmopF × N.
X(n) 7→Hom(M(X),Z(n))
OO
(40)
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Proposition 3.11. The functor Υeffmotsh extends to DM
eff
sh (F ), in other words
we have a 2-commutative diagram
Kb,effmotsh(F )
//
Υeffmotsh **VVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VV
Db,effmotsh(F )
//
&&
DMeffsh (F )
Υeffsh

DM eff− (F )
where Υeffsh is a triangulated commutative external product.
Proof. Consider the commutative external product
Kb,effmotsh(F )
∗ imot−−−→ Kb,effmotsh(F )
Υeffmotsh
−−−−−→ DM eff− (F )
which shall be denoted by Υeff∗motsh in the sequel of this proof. It is enough to
check that it induces a commutative external product
Db,effmotsh(F )
∗
Υeff∗motsh
−−−−−→ DM eff− (F )
since in that case we have a 2-commutative diagram
Kb,effmotsh(F )
//
Υeffmotsh
))
rmot

Db,effmotsh(F )
rmot

DM eff− (F )
Kb,effmotsh(F )
∗ // Db,effmotsh(F )
∗.
Υeff∗motsh
88qqqqqqqqqqq
(a) Homotopy: Let p : (X, f) → (Y, g) be a morphism in L(F ) such that
p : X →֒ Y is the inclusion of a pure codimension 1 closed subscheme. Let Yˆ be
a closed subscheme of Y and suppose that the closed subscheme Xˆ = X ×Y Yˆ
of X is smooth and that we have a commutative diagram
Xˆ // Yˆ
Xˆ × {0} // Xˆ × A1.
iso.
The square (40) gives a commutative square
Υeff∗motsh(ZY,Yˆ (n)g)
Υeff∗motsh(p
∗)
// Υeff∗motsh(ZX,Xˆ(n)f )
Hom(MYˆ (Y ),Z(n))
iso.
−◦M(p) // Hom(MXˆ(X),Z(n)).
iso.
Using Gysin isomorphisms and A1-invariance one hasMYˆ (Y ) =MXˆ(X) and so
the image of the morphism
p∗ : ZY,Yˆ (n)g → ZX,Xˆ(n)f
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by the functor Υeff∗motsh is an isomorphism in DM
eff
− (F ).
(b) Excision: Let (X, f) be an object of L(F ), Xˆ a closed subscheme of X and
U an open subset of X containing Xˆ. The square (40) gives a commutative
diagram
Υeff∗motsh(ZX,Xˆ(n)f )
Υeff∗motsh(j
∗)
//
iso.
Υeff∗motsh(ZU,Xˆ(n)j∗f )
iso.
Hom(MXˆ(X),Z(n))
−◦M(j) // Hom(MXˆ(U)Z(n)).
By excision we have MXˆ(X) =MXˆ(U) and so the image of the morphism
j∗ : ZX,Xˆ(n)f → ZU,Xˆ(n)j∗f
by the functor Υeff∗motsh is an isomorphism in DM
eff
− (F ).
(d) Gysin isomorphism: Let p : (P, g) → (X, f) be a morphism in L(F ) such
that the morphism p : P → X is a smooth morphism that has a section s which
is a pure codimension d closed immersion. Assume that [X ] belongs to Zd(P )g.
It is enough to check that the image by the functor Υeff∗motsh of the morphism
e⊗ ZX(n− d)f [−2d]⊕ ZP×P,X×P (n)g×g∐∆„
α
0
−ρ
∆∗
«

ZP×P,X×P (n)g×g ⊕ ZP,X(n)g
is an isomorphism. This amounts to check that the mapping cone of the mor-
phism
Υeff∗
motsh
(
α −ρ
0 ∆∗
)
=
(
Υeff∗
motsh(α) −id
0 Υeff∗
motsh(∆
∗)
)
in C(Ntr) is isomorphic to zero in DM eff− (F ). So it is enough to check
10 that
the mapping cone of the morphism
Υeff∗
motsh(∆
∗) ◦Υeff∗
motsh(α)
is isomorphic to zero in DM eff− (F ), which means that the morphism
Υeff∗motsh(∆
∗) ◦Υeff∗motsh(α)
10We use the following remark. Let A be an additive category, A
a
−→ B
b
−→ C be morphisms
in C(A). The canonical morphism between the mapping cones defined by the diagram
A
b◦a //
(id,a)

C
(0,id)

// Mc(b ◦ a)

A⊕ B
„
a
0
−id
b
«
// B ⊕ C // Mc
„
a −id
0 b
«
is a quasi-isomorphism.
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is an isomorphism DM eff− (F ). The square (40) gives a commutative diagram
Υeff∗motsh(e⊗ ZX(n− d)f [−2d])
iso.
Υeff∗motsh(∆
∗)◦Υeff∗motsh(α)
// Υeff∗motsh(ZP,X(n)g) ED
BC
iso.
Hom(M(X),Z(n− d))[−2d]
[
cldP ([X])[−2d]
]
⊗
[
−◦M(p)
]
//
Hom(MX(P ),Z(d))
⊗
Hom(M(P ),Z(n− d))
⊠

Hom(M(X)[2d],Z(n− d))
(41)

Hom(MX×P (P × P ),Z(n))
−◦M(∆)

Hom(M(X)(d)[2d],Z(n))
−◦
[
cldP ([X])`M(p)
]// Hom(MX(P ),Z(n))
and the result follows from the fact that the Gysin isomorphism s∗ :MX(P )→
M(X)(d)[2d] is given by11
s∗ = cldP ([X ]) `M(p)
and from Voevodsky’s cancellation theorem [14] which shows that the map (41)
is an isomorphism.
(e) Moving lemma: Let (X, f) be an object in L(F ) and g : Z → X a morphism
in SmF . To check that the image by Υ
eff∗
motsh of the morphism ρf,g is an iso-
morphism, it is enough to remark that by construction we have a commutative
square
Υeff∗motsh(ZX(n)f )
Υeff∗motsh(ρf,g) // Υeff∗motsh(ZX(n)f∐g)
Tot
[
cc
(
cΥeffcs (X(n))[−n]
)]
Tot
[
cc
(
cΥeffcs (X(n))[−n]
)]
.
(f) Unit: We have in DM eff− (F ) a commutative diagram
Υeff∗motsh(e⊗ 1)
Υeff∗motsh([[1]]⊗id) // Υeff∗motsh(1⊗ 1)
Υeff∗motsh(e) ⊗Υ
eff∗
motsh(1)
iso.
OO
iso.
Υeff∗motsh([[1]])⊗id// Υeff∗motsh(1)⊗Υ
eff∗
motsh(1)
iso.
iso.
OO
Z⊗ Z
cl0Spec(F )([1])⊗id
// Z⊗ Z
11For this classical result we refer for example to [8, Remark 2.3].
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and so it is enough to remark that cl0Spec(F )([1]) = idZ to see that the image by
the functor Υeff∗motsh of the morphism
[[1]]⊗ id : e⊗ 1→ 1⊗ 1
is an isomorphism in DM eff− (F ).
Remark 3.12. Recall that Υeffmotsh and rmot are tensor functors. By construction
the commutative external product on Υeffsh is given by the composition
Υeffsh (Γ)⊗Υ
eff
sh (∆)

[
Υeffmotsh ◦ imot ◦ rmot(Γ)
]
⊗
[
Υeffmotsh ◦ imot ◦ rmot(∆)
]
iso.

Υeffmotsh
([
imot ◦ rmot(Γ)
]
⊗
[
imot ◦ rmot(∆)
])
Υeffmotsh(⊠mot)

Υeffmotsh ◦ imot
(
rmot(Γ)× rmot(∆)
)
iso.

Υeffsh (Γ⊗∆) Υ
eff
motsh ◦ imot ◦ rmot(Γ⊗∆)
for two objects Γ,∆ in Db,effmot,sh(F ). Since this category is generated as a trian-
gulated category by the motives Γ = ZX(n) the commutative external product
Υeffsh is a tensor functor if the image by Υ
eff
motsh of the Ku¨nneth map
⊠mot = ⊠
sh
Γ,∆ : Γ⊗∆→ Γ×∆
is an isomorphism where Γ = ZX(n) and ∆ = ZY (m).
3.5 Comparison of motivic cohomologies
Let Γ be an object in DMeffsh (F ) and n a non negative integer. We are going to
check that the induced map
HomDMeff
sh
(F )
(
Z(n),Γ
) Υeffsh
−−→ HomDMeff
−
(F )
(
Z(n),Υeffsh (Γ)
)
is an isomorphism. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective scheme and n a non
negative integer. In particular we have a map
HomDMeff
sh
(F )(1,ZX(n)[m]) // HomDMeff
−
(F )(Z,Hom(M(X),Z(n))[m])
HomDMeff
−
(F )(M(X),Z(n)[m])
Hm(X,Z(n))L
Υeffsh // Hm(X,Z(n))V
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on the motivic cohomologies. As both motivic cohomologies are isomorphic to
higher Chow groups through respective cycle class maps, to check that this map
is an isomorphism one has just to check its compatibility with cycle class maps.
This is done in proposition 3.14 and for this we give in lemma 3.13 a basic
property of Levine’s cycle class map.
Recall that in [12, Part I, Ch. I, 3.3.1.ii] the cycle functor (2) is extended to
a DG functor
Zmot : C
b
mot(F )
∗ → Cb(Z) (42)
which satisfies the two following main properties:
• The maps (a), (b), (c) of step 3 are sent to zero.
• For an object (X, f) ∈ L(F ) and a non-negative integer n one has
Zmot(ZX(n)f [2n]) = Z
n(X)f .
Since its codegeneracy maps are flat, the cosimplicial scheme ∆∗ is a very smooth
cosimplicial scheme in the sense of [12, Part I, Ch. I, §2.4.1]. So it may be lifted
to a cosimplicial object of L(F )
(∆∗, δ∗) : ∆n 7→ (∆n, δn)
where
∆n′ :=
∐
∆n
m,nd
∆m
and δn : ∆n′ → ∆n is the map given by ∆(s) on the component indexed by the
non-degenerate m-simplex s of ∆n. For an object Γ in Cbmot(F )
∗ this gives a
cosimplicial object of Z0Cbmot(F )
∗
Γ× Z∆∗(0)δ∗ : ∆
n 7→ Γ× Z∆n(0)δn
and the Bloch’s cycle complex attached to Γ is given by
Zmot(Γ, ∗) := Tot
[
ccZmot
(
Γ× Z∆∗(0)δ∗
)]
.
This is a complex of abelian groups and the naive Chow group of Γ is defined
to be
CHnaif (Γ) = H
0(Zmot(Γ, ∗)).
By construction one sees that for Γ = ZX,W (n)[2n] we have an identification
with the usual Bloch’s cycle complex with support
Zmot(Γ, ∗) = z
n
W (X, ∗)
that induces an identification on the higher Chow groups
CHnaif (Γ[−m]) = CH
n
W (X,m).
For a general Γ a cycle class map is constructed in [12, Part I, Ch.II, 2.3.6]
clnaif (Γ) : CHnaif (Γ)→ HomDbmot(F )(1,Γ) (43)
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and proved to be an isomorphism in [12, Part I, Ch.II, 3.3.10] 12. Thus one has
a cycle class isomorphism
CHnW (X,m)
cln,m
X,W

CHnaif (Γ)
clnaif (Γ)

H2n−m(X,Z(n))L HomDM(F )(1,Γ) HomDbmot(F )(1,Γ)
(45)
when we take Γ = ZX,W (n)[2n−m].
Lemma 3.13. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective scheme and α be an element
in ZnW (X). We have the equality
clnX,W (α) = [α]W ◦ [1]
−1
in the cohomology group H2nW (X,Z(n))L.
Proof. To see that this formula holds one has just to have an insight into the
construction of the cycle class map (43). Let Γ be an object in Cbmot(F )
∗. The
functor (42) induces a morphism
colimaHomKbmot(F )(e
a ⊗ 1,Γ) // HomK(Z)(Zmot(e⊗ 1),Zmot(Γ))
HomK(Z)(Z,Zmot(Γ)) = H
0(Zmot(Γ))
(46)
where the transition morphisms in the colimit are given by the morphisms
e⊗b ⊗ 1 // e⊗a ⊗ 1
e⊗a ⊗ e⊗b−a ⊗ 1
e⊗a⊗[1]⊗b−a⊗1
// e⊗a ⊗ 1b−a ⊗ 1
e
⊗a⊗⊠1,...,1
OO
b > a
The morphism (46) is an isomorphism by [12, Part I, Ch.I, 3.3.5.iv] and we may
consider its inverse
cycΓ : H
0(Zmot(Γ))→ colim
a
HomKbmot(F )(e
a ⊗ 1,Γ).
12More precisely one has a commutative triangle
CHnaif (Γ)
clnaif (Γ)
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P

HomDbmot(F )
(1,Γ) HomDM(F )(1,Γ)
CH(Γ)
cl(Γ)
77nnnnnnnnnnnn
(44)
where CH(Γ) is the Chow group of Γ defined [12, Part I, Ch. II, 2.5.2] through the Zariski
hyperresolutions of Γ and cl(Γ) is the cycle class map defined in [12, Part I, Ch. II, 2.5.4].
Over a field one knows by the Zariski descent property of Bloch’s cycle complex [1, 10] that
the vertical arrow in (44) is an isomorphism and in [12, Part I, Ch.II, 3.3.10] it is proved that
the map cl(Γ) is an isomorphism.
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We have a morphism
HomKbmot(F )(e
a ⊗ 1,Γ)→ HomDbmot(F )(e
a ⊗ 1,Γ)
−◦ν−1a−−−−→ HomDbmot(F )(1,Γ)
where νa is the composition
e⊗a ⊗ 1
[1]⊗a⊗1
−−−−−→ 1⊗a ⊗ 1
⊠1,...,1
−−−−→ 1
and from this one has a morphism
H0(Zmot(Γ))
clΓ
++
cycΓ
// colimaHomKbmot(F )(e
a ⊗ 1,Γ) // HomDbmot(F )(1,Γ).
Let ΓN be the object in C
b
mot(F )
∗ with component of homological degree m
ΓN,m =
⊕
s∈∆n
m,nd
Γ× Z∆m(0)δm m ≥ 0
and differential given by
ΓN,m
dm // ΓN,m−1
Γ× Z∆m(0)δm
component indexed
by the non-degenerate
m-simplex s
OO
// Γ× Z∆m−1(0)δm−1
component indexed
by the non-degenerate
m-simplex s ◦ δm−1i .
OO
By [12, Part I, Ch. II, 2.2.6, 2.2.7] the natural map Γ → Γ × Z∆∗(0)δ∗ has a
natural factorisation into maps
Γ
iN−−→ ΓN
ΠN−−→ Γ× Z∆∗(0)δ∗ .
The cycle class map (43) is then gotten from the morphism clΓ through the
following diagram
H0(Zmot(Γ))
cycΓ

iN◦−

clΓ
vv
colimaHomKbmot(F )(e
a ⊗ 1,Γ)
iN◦−

colimN H
0(Zmot(ΓN ))
colimN cycΓN
//
ΠN◦− iso.

colimN,aHomKbmot(F )(e
a ⊗ 1,ΓN )

H0(Zmot(Γ, ∗)) colimN,aHomDbmot(F )(e
a ⊗ 1,ΓN)
i−1N ◦−◦ν
−1
a

CHnaif (Γ)
clnaif (Γ) // HomDbmot(F )(1,Γ).
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Therefore one has only to check that clΓ(α) = [α]W ◦ [1] for Γ = ZX,W (n)[2n].
Letting j : U →֒ X be the open complement of W one has
Γ = Mc(Γ′ → Γ′′)
where Γ′ = ZX(n)[2n] and Γ
′′ = ZU (n)[2n]. By [12, Part I, Ch. I, 3.2.2.iv] the
morphism induced by the functor Zmot
HomKbmot(F )(e⊗ 1,Γ)→ H
0(Zmot(Γ))
sends the map (
⊠Γ′,1 ◦
(
[α]⊗ 1
)
⊠Γ′′,1 ◦
(
hX,U,[α],j∗ ⊗ 1
))
to the element given by (
α
0
)
.
This implies that
cycΓ(α) = ⊠Γ,1 ◦ ([α]W ⊗ 1)
and to conclude that clΓ(α) = [α]W ◦[1] one has just to remark that the following
diagram is commutative in Dbmot(F )
1⊗ 1
⊠1,1 // 1
[α]W ◦[1]
−1
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
e
[1]oo
[α]W

e⊗ 1
[α]W⊗1
//
[1]⊗1
OO
Γ⊗ 1
⊠Γ,1
// Γ.
We use the notation of [12, Part I, Ch.VI, 1.1.1]. Thus 1 is the open subscheme
of P1 complement of the unit section and n denotes the product of n copies of

1. Let (t1, . . . , tn) be the natural coordinates on 
n, we denote by ∂n the
collection of divisors
∂n = {t1 = 0, t1 =∞, . . . , tn = 0, tn =∞}.
Proposition 3.14. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective scheme and n,m be two
integers with n non negative. The following diagram is commutative
CHn(X,m)
cln,mX //
cl
n,m
X ((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQ
H2n−m(X,Z(n))L
Υeffsh

H2n−m(X,Z(n))V.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of the proposition 3.8 of [8]. Let W be a
closed subscheme of X . Remark first that one has a commutative triangle
CHnW (X)
clnX,W//
clnX,W ''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
H2nW (X,Z(n))L

H2nW (X,Z(n))V.
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Indeed as the map ZnW (X)→ CH
n
W (X) is surjective, one has only to check that
for a codimension n cycle α on X with support in W
Υeffsh
(
clnX,W (α)
)
= clnX,W (α)
and this equality is a simple consequence of lemma 3.13 since
Υeffsh
(
clnX,W (α)
)
= Υeffsh
(
[α]W ◦ [1]
−1
)
= Υeffsh
(
[α]W
)
◦Υeffsh
(
[1]−1
)
= Υeffsh
(
[α]W
)
= clnX,W (α).
One has canonical isomorphisms
CHn(X,m) = CHn(Xm;X∂m)
H2n−m(X,Z(n))L = H
2n(Xm; ∂m,Z(n))L
H2n−m(X,Z(n))V = H
2n(Xm; ∂m,Z(n))V.
and so has just to check that the following diagram is commutative
CHn(X ;D)
cln(X;D) //
cln(X;D) **UUU
UUU
UUU
UUUU
UUU
H2n(X ;D,Z(n))L
Υeffsh

H2n(X ;D,Z(n))V
for all subschemesD1, . . . , Dr forming a normal crossing divisor inX . Fix a pure
codimension n closed subscheme W of X which intersects all the Di properly.
Using the description of the relative Chow groups given above lemma 2.5 in [10]
one sees that one has only to prove that the following diagram is commutative
CHnW (X ;D)
cln(X;D),W //
cln(X;D),W **UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UU
H2nW (X ;D,Z(n))L
Υeffsh

H2nW (X ;D,Z(n))V.
(47)
From relativization long exact sequences, their compatibility with cycle class
maps and semi-purity we have a diagram whose rows are exact sequences
0 // H2nW (X ;D,Z(n))L
// H2nW (X,Z(n))L
//
⊕r
i=1H
2n
W∩Di
(Di,Z(n))L
0 // CHnW (X ;D) //
cln(X;D),W

cln(X;D),W
OO
CHnW (X) //
clnX,W

clnX,W
OO
⊕r
i=1 CH
n
W∩Di(Di)
⊕ri=1cl
n
Di,W∩Di

⊕ri=1cl
n
Di,W∩Di
OO
0 // H2nW (X ;D,Z(n))V
// H2nW (X,Z(n))V
//
⊕r
i=1H
2n
W∩Di
(Di,Z(n))V
and the commutativity of (47) follows from the compatibility of the functor Υeffsh
with relativization long exact sequences.
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Corollary 3.15. Let Γ be an object in DMeffsh (F ) and n a non negative integer.
The induced map
HomDMeff
sh
(F )
(
Z(n),Γ
) Υeffsh
−−→ HomDMeff
−
(F )
(
Z(n),Υeffsh (Γ)
)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We may assume that Γ = ZX(r)[m] whereX is a smooth quasi-projective
scheme and n,m are integers with n non negative. Since
Υeffsh
(
Γ
)
= Hom(M(X),Z(r))[m]
by Voevodsky’s cancellation theorem [14] we have
HomDMeff
−
(F )
(
Z(n),Υeffsh
(
Γ
))
= HomDMeff
−
(F )
(
M(X)(n),Z(r)[m]
)
= HomDM−(F )
(
M(X)(n),Z(r)[m]
)
= HomDM−(F )
(
M(X),Z(r − n)[m]
)
= Hm(X,Z(r − n))V
and similarly
HomDMeff
sh
(F )
(
Z(n),Γ
)
= HomDMsh(F )
(
Z(n),ZX(r)[m]
)
= HomDMsh(F )
(
Z,ZX(r − n)[m]
)
= Hm(X,Z(r − n))L
By the cycle class maps (27) and (45) we may assume r > n since otherwise
both are zero. The result follows then from proposition 3.14.
4 Comparison of triangulated categories
As mentionned in the introduction, the functor obtained in proposition 3.11 is
not the right one since it is not a tensor functor and does not extend to non
effective triangulated motives. We shall now explain how to get rid of these
problems. Consider for that the restriction
Υeff+sh : DM
eff+
sh (F ) →֒ DM
eff
sh (F )
Υeffsh
−−→ DM eff− (F ).
The fundamental properties of this triangulated commutative external product
are given by the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Assume either that
• char(F ) = 0 and A = Z, or
• char(F ) > 0 and A = Q.
The triangulated commutative external product
DMeff+sh (F,A)
Υeff+
sh,A
−−−−→ DM eff− (F,A).
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is a tensor functor which takes its values in DM effgm(F,A). In addition it induces
a commutative square of triangulated tensor functors
DM+sh(F,A)
Υ+
sh,A // DMgm(F,A)
DM+sh(F )
pr
Υ+
sh //
OO
DMgm(F )
pr
OO
where the horizontal arrows are equivalences of categories.
Proof. Recall that the category DMeff+sh (F ) is the pseudo-abelian hull of the
full triangulated subcategory Db,eff+motsh(F ) of D
b,eff
motsh(F ) generated by the motives
ZX(n) where X is a smooth quasi-projective scheme of dimension at most n.
By [6, Corollary B.2] for such a motive one has
Υeff+sh,A(ZX(n)) = Hom(M(X), A(n)) =M
∗(X)(n)
which belongs to DM effgm(F,A). This proves that Υ
eff+
sh,A takes its values in this
triangulated category. Futhermore by construction this functor is gotten from
the functor
Υeffmot ◦ imot ◦ rmot : K
b,eff+
motsh(F )→ DM
eff
− (F,A).
For Γ = ZX(n) and ∆ = ZY (m) where X,Y are smooth quasi-projective
schemes of dimension at most n,m, we have a commutative square
Υeffmotsh(Γ⊗∆)
Υeffmotsh(⊠
sh
Γ,∆) // Υeffmotsh(Γ×∆)
Υeffmotsh(Γ)⊗Υ
eff
motsh(∆)
iso.
iso.
OO
M∗(X)(n)⊗M∗(Y )(m)
(48) // M∗(X × Y )(n+m).
iso.
where the map (48) is an isomorphism since DMgm(F,A) is a rigid tensor cat-
egory. Remark 3.12 shows that Υeff+sh,A is a tensor functor. Now since for a non
negative integer n
Υeff+sh,A(Z(n)) = Z(n)
we see that Υeff+sh,A induce a triangulated tensor functor
Υ+sh,A : DM
+
sh(F )→ DMgm(F,A)
It remains to check that this functor is an equivalence. Corollary 3.15 implies
that the map
HomDMsh(F,A)(1,Γ)
Υ+
sh,A
−−−−→ HomDMgm(F,A)(Z,Υsh,A(Γ))
is an isomorphism for any object Γ in DM+sh(F ). By [12, Part I, Ch. IV, 1.5.1]
this implies that Υsh,A is fully faithful. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective
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scheme and n an integer. For any integer d greather than the dimension of X
the motive ZX(d) belongs to DM
eff+
sh (F ) and thus the isomorphism
Υ+sh,A
(
ZX(d)(n − d)
)
= Υeff+sh,A
(
ZX(d)
)
(n− d) =
(
M∗(X)(d)
)
(n− d)
=M∗(X)(n)
shows that the essential image is a pseudo-abelian triangulated subcategory that
contains the M∗(X)(n) and so is all of DMgm(F,A). With a similar proof one
checks that Υ+sh,A induces a triangulated tensor equivalence
DM+sh(F )
pr
Υ+
sh
−−→ DMgm(F )
pr.
This proves the proposition.
Now choose a tensor triangulated quasi-inverse ρ to the triangulated tensor
functor DM+sh(F )→ DM(F ) and denote by Υ the composition
Υ : DM(F,A)
ρA
−−→ DM+sh(F,A)
Υ+
sh,A
−−−−→ DMgm(F,A).
Then proposition 4.1 has the following consequence which is the main result of
the paper:
Theorem 4.2. Assume either that
• char(F ) = 0 and A = Z, or
• char(F ) > 0 and A = Q.
Then the triangulated tensor functor
DM(F,A)
Υ
−→ DMgm(F,A)
is an equivalence such that for a quasi-projective scheme X and an integer n we
have an isomorphism
Υ(ZX(n)) ≃M(X)
∗(n).
In addition the equivalence Υ induces a triangulated tensor equivalence
DM(F )pr
Υ
−→ DMgm(F )
pr.
Appendix
A.1 Cosimplicial and simplicial objects
We denote the category of standard simplexes by ∆. It is the category with
objects the ordered sets ∆n = {0 < · · · < n} and with morphisms order-
preserving maps. The map in ∆ are generated by the coface maps
δnk : ∆
n → ∆n+1 δnk (i) =
{
i if i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}
i+ 1 if i ∈ {k, . . . , n}
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indexed by k = 0, . . . , n+ 1 and the codegeneracy maps
σnk : ∆
n → ∆n−1 σnk (i) =
{
i if i ∈ {0, . . . , k}
i− 1 if i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}
indexed by k = 0, . . . , n. In the set of m-simplexes of ∆n
∆nm = Hom∆(∆
m,∆n)
one denotes by ∆nm,nd the subset of non-degenerate m-simplexes formed by
injective maps. Let p, q be non negative integers. Recall that a (p, q)-shuffle s
is a permutation in Sp+q such that
s(1) < · · · < s(p) and s(p+ 1) < · · · < s(p+ q).
Such a permutation defines two maps sp,qp ∈ ∆
p
p+q and s
p,q
q ∈ ∆
q
p+q by
sp,qp (i) = |k ∈ {1, . . . , p} : k ≤ s(i)|
sp,qq (i) = |k ∈ {p+ 1, . . . , p+ q} : k ≤ s(i)|.
In addition one has two maps tp,qp ∈ ∆
p+q
p and t
p,q
q ∈ ∆
p+q
q given by
tp,qp (i) = i
tp,qq (i) = p+ i.
Let A be a tensor category. For a cosimplicial object A ∈ ∆A we denote by ccA
the associated cochain complex with the usual differential
dn =
n+1∑
k=0
(−1)kA(δnk ) : A
n → An+1.
For cosimplicial objects A,B ∈ ∆A the Alexander-Whitney map
⊠
cc
A,B : (ccA)⊗ (ccB)→ cc(A⊗B)
is the associative but only commutative up to homotopy map defined in degree
n by ⊕
p+q=nA
p ⊗ Bq
⊠
cc
A,B // An ⊗ Bn
Ap ⊗Bq.
A(tp,qp )⊗B(t
p,q
q )
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
OO
For a simplicial object A ∈ ∆opA we denote by cA the associated chain complex
with the usual differential
dn =
n∑
k=0
(−1)kA(δn−1k ) : An → An−1.
For simplicial objects A,B ∈ ∆opA the shuffle map
⊠
c
A,B : (cA)⊗ (cB)→ c(A⊗B)
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is the associative and commutative map [4, theorem 5.2] defined in degree n by
⊕
p+q=nA
p ⊗Bq
⊠
c
A,B // An ⊗Bn
Ap ⊗Bq
P
s ǫ(s)[A(s
p,q
p )⊗B(s
p,q
q )]
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
OO
where the sum is taken over all (p, q)-shuffles s.
A.2 Nisnevich sheaves with transfers
Denotes by Ptr the category of presheaves with transfers on SmF . The tensor
product on Ptr is obtained by the formula
F ⊗prtr G = colim
X∈SmF /F
colim
Y ∈SmF /G
Ztr[X × Y ].
and the one on Ntr is obtained by taking the associated Nisnevich sheaf and
denoted ⊗tr. Recall [13, §2] that for preasheaves with transfers F,G and a
quasi-projective scheme X one has
(F ⊗prtr G)(X) =

 ⊕
Y,Z∈SmF
F(Y )⊗ G(Z)⊗ c(X,Y × Z)

 /R
where R is the subgroup by the elements
α∗sY ⊗ β
∗sZ ⊗ γ − sY ⊗ sZ ⊗ (α⊗ β) ◦ γ
with α ∈ c(Y ′, Y ), β ∈ c(Z ′, Z), γ ∈ cS(X,Y
′×SZ
′), sY ∈ F(Y ) and sZ ∈ G(Z).
The internal Hom in Ntr is given by the formula
Homtr(F,G)(X) = Hom(F ⊗ Ztr[X ],G)
for X a quasi-projective scheme.
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